
Numbered Playball Set
Textured two-ply rubber playballs. Each different coloured ball is 
marked with a numeral and corresponding word in large bold black 
type. Low inflation only. 210mm diameter.
33-288  set of 6 $39.90
    Bulk Buy 6+ sets $35.90

Rainbow Playballs
Bright, multi-coloured three-ply rubber playballs. Textured for easy 
grip. Low inflation only.
33-289  8" Ball  ea $8.50
  Bulk Buy 10+ $7.70
33-290  6" Ball  ea $8.10
  Bulk Buy 10+ $7.30
33-291  5" Ball  ea $7.80
  Bulk Buy 10+ $7.00

Moon Ball
Large playground ball with high bounce. Textured grip to make 
catching and throwing easy. Inflatable. 39cm diameter.
33-279   ea $19.90
     Bulk Buy 6+ $17.90

Rainbow Mini Playball Set
Inflatable playballs in a set of 6 colours. Each ball is 65mm diameter. 
Colours include, Red, Yellow, Blue, Orange, Purple & Green.
33-547   set of 6 $21.50

School Rubber
Playground Balls – 3 Ply 
Heavy-duty butyl bladder.
Nylon wound. Textured finish for easy grip.
33-285 8" Ball  ea $8.30
  Bulk Buy 10+ $7.50
33-286 6" Ball  ea $7.80
  Bulk Buy 10+ $7.00
33-287 5" Ball  ea $7.30
  Bulk Buy 10+ $6.60

School Rubber
Playground Balls – 2 Ply
Butyl bladder. Low inflation.
33-280 8" Ball  ea $6.40
  Bulk Buy 10+ $5.80
33-281 6" Ball  ea $5.80
  Bulk Buy 10+ $5.20
33-282 5" Ball  ea $5.10
  Bulk Buy 10+ $4.60

School Playball Kit – 3 ply
• 5 HART Playballs – 8"  
• 5 HART Playballs – 6"  
• 5 HART Playballs – 5"  
• 1 HART Hand Pump
• 1 HART Carry Net – Medium 
33-825   kit $119.00

Colour Playground Ball
Textured two-ply rubber ball ideal for the playground. Vibrant colours. 
Low inflation. 15cm diameter.
33-293-B Blue  ea $5.90
33-293-G Green  ea $5.90
33-293-O Orange  ea $5.90
33-293-P Purple  ea $5.90
33-293-R Red  ea $5.90
33-293-Y Yellow  ea $5.90

SIZE COMPARISON

BUY 
BULK

Bucket of Rainbow Mini Playballs
Includes 60 balls in a 20 litre bucket. 
41-253  ea $210.00

TE

NNIS BALL

SOCCER BALL

INFLATABLE BALLS
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Grippy Football 
Ideal for younger children. This is a soft yet tough colourful ball that 
can be kicked, thrown and caught without the fear of “stinging”.  
Stitched ball with soft feel foam rubber coating with a strongly 
textured grip. Inflatable. 26cm long.

33-559-B Blue  ea $13.90
33-559-G Green  ea $13.90
33-559-O Orange  ea $13.90
33-559-PU Purple  ea $13.90
33-559-R Red  ea $13.90
33-559-Y Yellow  ea $13.90
  Bulk Buy 10+ per colour $12.50

Colour Soccer Ball 
Tough enough for use on any surface. Durable molded rubber soccer 
ball with a butyl bladder for excellent air retention. Size 4.

9-325-B Blue  ea $10.30
9-325-G Green  ea $10.30
9-325-O Orange  ea $10.30
9-325-P Purple  ea $10.30
9-325-R Red  ea $10.30
9-325-Y Yellow  ea $10.30

Colour Basketball 
Durable three-ply rubber basketball with excellent grip for better 
handling. Vibrant colours. Nylon wound with a 100% butyl bladder. 
Size 6. 

4-210-B Blue  ea $10.30
4-210-G Green  ea $10.30
4-210-O Orange  ea $10.30
4-210-P Purple  ea $10.30
4-210-R Red  ea $10.30
4-210-Y Yellow  ea $10.30

TE

NNIS BALL

SOCCER BALL

Skill Balls
Brightly coloured mini ball with gloss finish. Ideal for kicking 
throwing or hitting. 140mm diameter. Size 1.

33-256-B Blue ea $5.90
33-256-G Green ea $5.90
33-256-O Orange ea $5.90
33-256-P Pink ea $5.90
33-256-Y Yellow ea $5.90
  Bulk Buy 10+ per colour $5.30 Mini Soccer Ball

12-panel synthetic ball. Ideal fun ball. Size: 15cm diameter.
9-284   ea $5.90

Foam Australian Football
Inflatable, soft touch foam ball with tough outer skin. 
9-432 Size 3  ea $10.40
9-430 Size 2  ea $9.90

Softy Australian Football 
Coaching Ball
Innovative design to assist in performing the drop punt. Shows the 
beginner where to place hands to have the best possible grip before 
kicking. Inflatable ball with a soft touch layer and tough outer skin. 
Available in size 2 only.
9-431 Size 2  ea $10.90
   Bulk Buy 10+ $9.80

Rugby Coaching Ball
Designed in conjunction with leading development coaches. Shows 
correct hand placement for carrying and passing. Soft touch foam 
ball with tough outer skin. Size: Mini.
9-151    ea $10.90

SIZE COMPARISON
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Hero Soccer Ball
Colour: Fluro Blue. Size: 23cm.
33-302  ea $6.40

Hero Basketball
Colour: Fluro Orange. Size: 23cm.
33-303  ea $6.40

Hero Volleyball
Colour: Fluro Green. Size 5
33-301  ea $6.40

Hero Football
Colour: Fluro Yellow. Size: 25cm.
33-304  ea $6.40

PVC School Balls
Inflatable rubber PVC balls with ”School Ball” markings. Soft feel. 

33-260 Volleyball (Size 5)  ea $6.40
33-261 Soccer Ball (23cm)  ea $6.40
33-262 Basketball (23cm)  ea $6.40
33-263 Football (25cm long)  ea $6.40

Extreme Soft Big Volleyball
Ideal for training and developing young players, the super soft foam 
cover is gentle on hands. Oversized 25cm diameter. 
20-138   ea $22.90

Super Soft Ball Set
Inflatable sponge rubber super soft balls. Low inflation to 20cm diameter. 
Soft, pliant “grab” feel for young hands. Great bounce characteristics. Set 
includes soccer ball, netball, basketball and volleyball. 
33-092   set of 4 $22.90

Camo Cloth Balls 
Inflatable soft touch ball with cloth cover for extra durability and a 
reduced "sting" factor.
33-565 Red Basketball ea $10.90
33-566 Yellow Soccer Ball ea $12.90
33-567 Blue Volleyball ea $11.90

Extreme Soft Soccer Ball 
Super soft foam material covered. Machine Stitched. Best for training 
and young players.
9-306 Size 4  ea $19.50
9-307 Size 3  ea $19.50

Set of 

4

Brightly coloured inflatable rubber ball 
with a super soft feel 

• Perfect for the beach or the pool
• Fun and colourful with a soft feel
• Made from lightweight, waterproof materials

Splash Mini Soccer Ball
12cm diameter
16-221  ea $9.90

Splash Soccer Ball – Size 5
21cm diameter
16-220  ea $14.90

Splash Mini Volleyball
12cm diameter
16-223  ea $9.90

Splash Volleyball – Size 5
21cm diameter
16-222  ea $14.90

Splash Football
Length: 22cm
16-224  ea $14.90

Splash Frisbee
Fun coloured neoprene frisbee. Lightweight with a soft feel, 
perfect for the beach and outdoors.
16-255  ea $6.50

9Prices include GST
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Inflatable spike ball with a soft gel feel. 
Semi-transparent so you can almost see 
through them. 

Made from rubber fibres, 
this is a lively and fun ball 
with a great feel. Ideal for 
beginners learning to throw 
and catch or tossing and 
juggling on the knee or foot. 
Wonderful tactile stimula-
tion for little ones. 

Jelly Spike Ball
20cm diameter. 
33-080-B  Blue ea $5.90
33-080-G Green ea $5.90
33-080-P Pink ea $5.90
33-080-Y Yellow ea $5.90

Pom Pom Ball Set
75mm diameter.
33-160  set of 6 $14.90

Big Felt Tennis Ball
Just like a real tennis ball but much bigger. Soft 
felt covering. Inflatable. Good bounce and easier 
to catch and track than a regular tennis ball.

33-127 126mm diameter ea $5.40
33-564 210mm diameter ea $7.90

SIZE COMPARISON

JELLY 
SPIKE BALLS

POM POM BALLS

TE

NNIS BALL

SOCCER BALL

Spike Ball
Durable, inflatable balls with firm spike feel. 
Colours may vary.

33-239 20cm diameter ea $5.80
  Bulk Buy 10+ $5.20
33-240 15cm diameter ea $5.30
  Bulk Buy 10+ $4.80
33-241 10cm diameter ea $3.70
  Bulk Buy 10+ $3.30

Sea Anemone
Squishy soft touch feel. Great tactile experience. 
Made from rubber. Colours may vary. 
10cm diameter.
33-120  ea $3.10

SPIKE BALLS

Rainbow Pom Pom Ball
Small – 75mm diameter
33-186  ea $3.30
  Bulk Buy 10+ $3.00
Large – 115mm diameter
33-161  ea $4.90
  Bulk Buy 10+ $4.40

X-Out Tennis Ball
Very durable ball. Excellent for playground use 
and coaching.
19-208  ea $1.90

Kitty Chiller
Deputy General 
Manager
Community Sport
Australian Sports 
Commission

“HART Sport 
provides 

fast, efficient 
and friendly 

service”
HART Sport is the preferred sporting equipment 
supplier for the Australian Sports Commission's 
Active After-school Communities Program. HART 
Sport has proven to be very reliable in providing 

a "one stop shop" of innovative and durable 
sports equipment. HART Sport provides fast, 

efficient and friendly service to our 3270 program 
participant sites all around Australia. Their highly 
knowledgeable sales team often works with our 

centres to assist with the ordering and delivery of 
the most suitable equipment on time.

10 100% 12 months guarantee
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Fluro Foam Balls – Set of 6
Bright, colourful set of fluro foam balls with a tough outer skin. 15cm 
diameter. Set contains 6 balls, one each coloured Neon Pink, Yellow, 
Blue, Purple, Orange & Green.
33-242   set of 6 $72.50

Ruff Skin Foam Ball
Bright, vibrant foam balls are great for fun ball activities and skill acquisition. The cut-
foam design provides a grippy, tactile feel and the high density foam gives consistent 
bounce and long term shape retention. Size: 21cm diameter.
33-258-G   ea $23.50
33-258-O   ea $23.50
33-258-P   ea $23.50
33-258-Y   ea $23.50

Super Skin
Soccer Ball
Great durable foam ball for kicking 
or throwing. Available in yellow only. 
21cm diameter.
33-236  ea $37.50

Super Skin 
Mini Football 
Soft foam with tough Super Skin. 
Available in Yellow only. 
Size: 20cm(L) x 13cm diameter. 
33-234  ea  $22.90

Super Skin Softi Balls
PU Coated foam. Soft, lightweight, easily depressed and always goes 
back to its original shape. The Softi’s minimal bounce and slow travel 
makes it ideal for early childhood and for people with restricted motor 
capacities. Assorted colours. 16cm diameter. High quality ball. 
Made in Germany.

33-237-B Blue  ea $23.90
33-237-G Green  ea $23.90
33-237-O Orange  ea $23.90
33-237-P Purple  ea $23.90
33-237-R Red  ea $23.90
33-237-Y Yellow  ea $23.90

Super Skin Foam Balls
Super Skin coating gives the balls a much longer life. The coating 
is non-toxic, washable and can be sanitised with commercially 
available disinfectant. High quality ball. Made in Germany.
33-230 White - 21cm dia  ea  $35.50
33-231 Red - 16cm dia  ea $23.90
33-232 Colours vary - 9cm dia  ea $8.90
33-233 Colours vary - 7cm dia  ea $5.30

SUPER 
SKIN

• Soft & Elastic
• Reduced injury factor
• Easily Controlled
• Promotes confidence

• Indoor & Outdoor use
• Nontoxic Surface
• Strong Durable Coating
• Excellent Teaching Aid

FOAM BALLS
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SWIRL BALL

Foam Soccer Ball 
Lightweight balls with durable protective coating 
and embossed panels. 
33-501 21cm diameter ea $15.90
33-502 15cm diameter ea $10.50

Foam Bowling Ball
Just like the real thing! Has small & large
holes for left & right hand. 21cm diameter.
33-504  ea $17.50

Saturn Ring Ball
Fun new design. Soft high density foam ball with 
tough outer skin for added durability. 
15cm diameter.
33-246  ea $14.90

Orange Foam Soccer 
Ball
Soft foam ball with durable coating. Looks like 
the real thing. Tough ball. Great for use in the 
playground. 21cm diameter.
33-560  ea $13.50

Dodge Ball
Foam filled Dodge Ball with a tough PU outer skin. 
21cm diameter. Foam density: 35kg/m3

33-063  ea $22.50

Foam Balls
Soft foam balls with smooth skin finish.
5-108 Baseball - 7cm dia ea $2.90
5-107 Softball - 11cm dia ea $3.20

Foam Football
Soft foam ball with an embossed skin for extra grip. 
21cm long.
33-071  ea $13.90

Foam Rugby Ball
Made from closed cell, super dense foam. 
23cm long. Weight: 270g.
9-429  ea $18.50

Soft Foam Balls
Cost effective uncoated foam balls suitable for all 
sorts of activities. Available in yellow only.
33-226 9cm diameter ea $4.90
33-225 7cm diameter ea $3.80

Foam Basketball
Durable protective coating. 21cm diameter.
33-505  ea $19.90

Swirl Ball
Easy to grip, swirl design makes it easy to throw 
spirals every time. Made from closed cell dense 
foam. 21cm long.
33-507  ea $6.50

Foam Tennis Trainer 
Ball
Great bounce – soft feel. Lightweight enough to 
be used with any bats or racquets. Great for small 
areas and indoor coaching and even indoor play. 
19-220 9cm dia ea $5.30
19-221 7cm dia ea $3.90

Softy Balls
Vinyl coated non bounce foam ball with stitched 
panel outer shell. Gives the ball a real "Softi" feel. 
Ideal for preschool & lower primary. 

Size 3 – Yellow & Black
33-253 16cm diameter ea $5.40
Size 2 – Black & White
33-254 14cm diameter ea $5.00
Size 1 – Red & White
33-255 12cm diameter ea $4.30

BUY 
BULK

Bucket of Foam 
Trainer Balls 
Foam Trainer Balls in 20 litre bucket.

41-250 9cm dia- 36 balls ea	 $189.00
41-266 7cm dia- 60 balls ea	 $269.00

SIZE COMPARISON

Te
nnis ball

Soccer ball
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Soft yet resilient, self skinned foam ball with bells inside. 
The hole pattern allows sound to escape, making the bell 
easily audible. 

Cobweb Ball
Moulded rubber “spider web” ball. Squeeze it, bounce it, throw it, 
roll it, grab it. Low bounce ball retains its memory and provides some 
erratic bounce characteristics, making it fun for all ages and skill 
levels. Easy to catch and throw. Colours may vary. 

33-093 7cm diameter  ea $4.00
33-094 9cm diameter  ea $5.30
33-095 13cm diameter  ea $6.90

Chime Ball – Small
15cm diameter. 
33-091   ea $14.50

Chime Ball Set
15cm diameter
33-089   set of 6	 $73.50

Chime Ball – Large
20cm diameter.
33-088   ea	 $23.90

Rainbow Rattle Ball
Great for small children to learn to grasp and pick up a ball. Designed 
with bright, soft and colourful material. Inside is a rattle to add sound 
when playing with the ball. 12cm diameter. Not suitable for infants.
33-121   ea $7.50

Easy Catch Ball
This style of ball makes learning to catch so much easier. The ball 
doesn't bounce out of the hand and small fingers can grip it easily. 
The colourful nature of the ball also makes it simpler to track through 
the air. 16cm diameter.
33-124   ea $10.90

Satellite Ball
Remarkable! Throw up a green ball and catch an orange ball. Ball 
changes colour in the air due to a clever design of interlocking plastic 
parts. Adds novelty value to catching activities. 
75mm diameter.
33-122   ea $2.70

Kidz Goalball Set
Special rubber ball for visually impaired people. This game is a 
great experience for both visually impaired and non visually impaired 
adults and children. Track the ball by using your hearing. The ball has 
bells inside which can be clearly heard when the ball is rolled. Set 
includes six blind folds and one 6” diameter ball. 
33-087   set $39.90

CHIME BALLS

Ball 
changes 
colour in 

the air

SIZE COMPARISON

Te
nnis ball

Soccer ball
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Rainbow Wiffle Ball Set
Light weight ball suitable for use with safety and plastic bats. 
Baseball size
33-116  72mm diameter  set of 6 $7.50
Softball size 
33-117 92mm diameter  set of 6 $8.50

Pyramid Balls
Improves hand/eye coordination due to erratic bounce. Invokes 
reaction to improve catching skills. Inflatable, pliant rubber. Pyramid 
shape. 16cm high. 
33-077-O Orange  ea $9.90
33-077-B Blue  ea $9.90
33-077-G Green  ea $9.90
33-077-R Red  ea $9.90
33-077-Y Yellow  ea $9.90

Foam Reaction Ball
Huge foam reaction ball great for kids! PU covered foam makes this 
a safe, fun reaction ball while still providing all the challenges that 
irregular bounce provides. 24cm diameter. Bigger than a soccer ball!
16-059   ea $9.90

Beach Ball
Traditional, lightweight, multi-coloured, inflatable beach ball.  
38cm diameter.
33-558   ea $4.90

Coloured Tennis Balls 
Multi-coloured tennis balls can be used for many activities. Twelve 
balls in a set.
33-561   dz $15.90

Colour Ball Set 
Colourful “soft feel” inflatable PVC playballs. Packaged as convenient 
sets of six, containing one ball of each colour – orange, yellow, blue, 
red, green & purple. Inflate to 10cm diameter.
33-184   set of 6 $11.90

High Bound Ball
Firm, dual coloured rubber “high bounce” balls. Terrific for 
playground games like handball, or combine with a bat/racquet for 
hours of fun. 6cm diameter.
33-264   ea $2.70

Tether Ball
Suitable for kicking practice without having to fetch the ball. 
19cm diameter ball on a 2.6m rope.
33-248   ea $15.50

SIZE COMPARISON

BUY BULK
Bucket of Balls

Brightly coloured lightweight hollow plastic balls as used in indoor 
play pits. 80 balls in a handy bucket with lid. Balls are 75mm 
diameter.  
33-131   ea $31.90

Te
nnis ball

Soccer ball

Tie the
ball to a tree 

or post
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Cage Ball
Perfect for large group play to develop coordination and cooperation. 
Made from sewn coloured panels of nylon and finished with a leather 
reinforced lace up opening. The bladder is lightweight and easy to 
inflate.
Due to the nature and size of this ball, we recommend it is inflated 
with an electric compressor.
33-571 75cm diameter  ea $31.50
33-570 120cm diameter  ea $61.50

Flying Ball
Loads of fun as you watch the tail flap when thrown. The soft feel ball 
is 6cm diameter with six 60cm long tail ribbons. 

16-170   set	 $5.30

Poi Ball
Loads of fun as you watch the tail flap when thrown or twirled. The soft 
feel ball is 6cm diameter with six 60cm long tail ribbons. 

16-171   set	 $4.90

Catch Ball
This innovative ball is inflatable and measures approx 30cm from 
spike to spike. A great way to develop focus, hand/eye coordination, 
memory, social function and maths with safety in mind. Each one 
of the six soft, vinyl catch ball spikes has a number on the tip and a 
different colour on each spike. Play point scoring and maths games 
or invent your own.
16-050   ea $13.90

Floater Ball
Ultra lightweight ball that "floats" in the air. Children enjoy hitting it 
back in the air as it slowly floats towards the ground.  Has wide air 
inlet for fast inflation and deflation. Best inflated with high volume 
pump or a leaf blower. 130cm diameter.
33-556   ea $35.00

Great games for  
Big Activity Balls
Add more fun, excitement, and variety to 
your physical education class or youth 
program with big activity balls. This 
book is ideal for anyone who works with 
kids and provides them with a variety of 
cooperative games, water games, and 
modified classic games. 
33-1059  ea $23.50

Catchtail Ball Set
Set of six balls with six different coloured tails. 7cm diameter balls 
with 1m long brightly coloured nylon tails. 
33-162   set of 6 $25.50

Catchtail Ball
Best seller! So much throwing fun for children. 7cm diameter ball 
with 1m long rainbow nylon tail. 
33-185   ea $5.30 

Twirl, kick, catch, throw or sling it! Lob this ball high 
into the air & catch it by the tail. CATCHTAIL BALLS

Set of 6

15Prices include GST
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